Insignia

Hatchback, Saloon and Sports Tourer

VM0808093
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Discover the new
Vauxhall Insignia.
Insignia is the new name on a totally new car
from Vauxhall. With its dynamic design and
innovative technology throughout, new Insignia
takes Vauxhall’s design language to the next
dimension. Discover what it can do for you.
The vehicles illustrated may not necessarily represent the correct UK specification
and not all of the features described are available on every model.
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A bold new identity.
Muscular but curvaceous. Smooth yet sculpted. The bold
new grille and a flowing, coupé-like silhouette – for both
saloon and hatchback – are set off by unique signature
lights and new-style badging.
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A dynamic new drive.
New Insignia is built for a dynamic drive. With technology
that can adapt chassis response to changing driving
situations. Engine power and efficiency is a given.
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A stunning interpretation.
Same bold identity and stimulating driving experience.
Infused with innovation and forward-thinking technology.
The sleek new Insignia Sports Tourer perfectly complements
its dynamic hatchback and saloon counterparts.
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A premium feel.
New levels of interior style and quality. With obsessive attention
to detail and intuitive ergonomics that put you in total control.
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A total comfort zone.
Space and comfort for every passenger. Smart features, high
quality materials and premium interior décor for ultimate style.
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Innovative technology.
New Insignia is designed to make life easier with innovative technology that can turn the everyday into
the extraordinary. Intelligent lighting for different conditions. A driving feel to suit your mood. Maximum
traction whatever the conditions. Speed limit and lane change reminders. There’s a lot to discover.
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Body language.
The same design language and technical precision, but a totally unique look. With a
wrap-around tailgate, roof spoiler and flexible interior space, the new Insignia Sports
Tourer has a lot to say about modern life and how we make it happen.
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Sports Tourer takes new Insignia’s dynamic looks to a new
dimension, with innovative use of space throughout. A deep opening,
wrap-around tailgate and low loading height make it easy to use.
FlexOrganiser® technology and a power tailgate on SE and Elite
models extend versatility and use of loadspace capabilities.

Exterior dimensions mm (inches)

Hatchback and Saloon

Sports Tourer

Length

4830 (190.1)

4908 (193.2)

Width excluding door mirrors

1856 (73.0)

1856 (73.0)

Width including door mirrors

2084 (82.0)

2084 (82.0)

Height

1498 (59.0)

1520 (59.8)

Wheelbase

2737 (107.7)

2737 (107.7)

Front overhang

1015 (40.0)

1015 (40.0)

Rear overhang

1078 (42.4)

1156 (45.5)

Load capacities* litres (cu.ft.)

Hatchback

Saloon

Sports Tourer

Load volume (minimum)**

520 (18.4)

490 (17.3)

tbc

1463 (51.6)†

1010 (35.7)††

tbc

Load volume (maximum)

* = Measured using the ECIE method. ** = Under luggage cover – rear seats up.
† = To roof – rear seats folded. †† = To upper edge of front seat back – rear seats folded.
tbc = to be confirmed.
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Sports Tourer
19
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Pedestrian area light (up to 20 mph).
Wider spread of light (an extra eight degrees
left and right) illuminates potential hazards.

Town light (20 – 35 mph).
Wider and lower spread of light. Activated by
vehicle speed together with street lighting.

Country road light (30 – 60 mph).
Wider spread and brighter light than normal
low beam. Longer illumination of own lane.

Motorway light (over 60 mph).
140 metre range, higher and brighter than
normal low beam without dazzle.

Adverse weather light (up to 45 mph).
Wiper or rain sensor activated for better
vision in bad weather conditions.

High beam with assist (any speed).
Automatically switches from high to low beam
as it detects oncoming or preceding vehicles.

Dynamic curve light (any speed).
Activated by steering angle and speed,
the headlights swivel up to 15 degrees
into the curve.

Static cornering light (up to 25 mph, also
when reversing).
Throws light 90 degrees left or right for
enhanced lateral vision.

LED Daytime running light.
Increases your visibility to other road users
without increasing fuel consumption (unlike
low beam).

11/9/08 13:53:22

Intelligent AFL

Intelligent Adaptive Forward Lighting (AFL). New Insignia’s
Intelligent AFL headlights change their pattern to suit the location
and the weather. Sensing where you need the light most, they can
even help you see around corners. And if something is coming the
other way, they dip automatically.

21
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Sport or Tour? The touch of a button
changes the whole driving dynamics
to taut sporting excitement or relaxed
long distance cruising.

The FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology) system responds
instantly to data collected from every chassis and drive component.
Continuous Damping Control, which adjusts the damper settings
in real time, four-channel Anti-lock Braking System with electronic
brakeforce distribution, traction control and Electronic Stability
Programme (ESP) – all communicate with each other continuously.
FlexRide simply combines all the elements for the chosen
driving mode.
When you select Sport mode, new Insignia sharpens the speedsensitive steering response, throttle input and automatic
transmission (when fitted), and stiffens the dampers to ensure
optimum road contact. On some models the system even allows you
to programme which of the above functions you want more ‘sporty’
via an on-screen menu and the instrument lighting changes from
white to red.
When you select Tour mode the system adjusts the damper settings
to further enhance new Insignia’s ride comfort. Ideal for long distance
motorway journeys.
FlexRide comes as standard on some models and is available as an
optional extra on others.
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FlexRide

FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology). Choose a new Insignia
with FlexRide, and the driving feel can be changed to match your
mood. Select Sport mode for a more dynamic, responsive drive.
Or Tour mode for a smoother, more relaxed set-up.

23
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The advantages begin when you pull away, all four wheels are
engaged for stable acceleration with maximum grip. In normal
driving, the power is split 95% front: 5% rear, but under acceleration
the system automatically diverts more power to the rear wheels for
maximum traction before gradually moving power back towards the
front wheels.
With the Sport button depressed the system apportions more power
to the rear wheels in a 40% front 60% rear split to give an even more
sporting feel.
The electronic Limited Slip Differential (eLSD) fitted to the rear of
SRi models offers even more benefits for the enthusiastic driver.
By sensing which rear wheel has the most grip, eLSD can transfer
more torque to the wheel most able to utilise it. Up to 50% of the rear
axle torque can be transferred between the rear wheels, increasing
stability during high speed lane changes and providing more traction
when accelerating out of corners.
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Adaptive 4X4

Adaptive 4X4 with FlexRide. Specify the Adaptive 4X4 – permanent fourwheel drive – system with FlexRide and your new Insignia will automatically
distribute drive from the front to the rear wheels as conditions demand.
The result? Maximum traction for smooth, strong acceleration, outstanding
driving dynamics and more stability in cornering. Press the Sport button and
it distributes additional drive torque to the rear wheels for an even more
dynamic feel.

25
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Traffic Sign Memory System

New Insignia’s innovative Traffic Sign
Memory System recognises speed limit
and no overtaking road signs, presenting
them on the main display. If you select
the speed limit function on the multifunction trip menu, the scanned speed
limit is shown permanently until the
next sign is recorded. If nothing is
recognised, a simple dash will be
displayed. Push the speed limit button
on the steering wheel and the limit is
displayed for just a few seconds.

Lane Departure Warning
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The Lane Departure Warning uses the
Front Camera System to recognise lane
marking lines and emits an audible
warning if the vehicle leaves its lane
unintentionally (ie. without you indicating),
preventing potential accidents and
reminding you of inattention or tiredness.
Both systems can be deactivated via the
facia switch.

11/9/08 13:55:38

*Available 2009.

Front Camera System

Front Camera System*. Select the Front
Camera System and new Insignia will read the
speed limit signs and display a reminder on
the facia, helping you keep safe and legal. Leave
your lane without a signal, and it can also warn
you – just in case you’re tired or simply not
paying attention.

27
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The new ergonomic sports seats (standard on SRi) feature improved tilt adjustment, 4-way
power lumbar support and ergonomic seat contours, including excellent side support. An
adjustable seat extension cushion, extending by up to 60 millimetres, also adds superior
thigh support for taller drivers. No wonder it has been awarded a coveted seal of approval
from AGR, an independent panel of German doctors and ergonomics experts. The AGR seal
is only awarded to ergonomic products that comply with strict medical requirements; in this
case, a scientifically proven new Insignia seat that effectively helps prevent the back pain
and tension suffered by some car occupants.

Comfort and Convenience

New Insignia’s front seats offer incredible comfort and support, with manual or electric
operation. There’s a huge range of adjustment, not just for seat travel and recline, but height
and lumbar adjustment too – allowing all drivers and passengers to find their ideal seating
position. Select the optional leather seats on SRi models and comfort is taken to a whole
new dimension with perforated leather and an integrated heating and ventilation system for
the driver’s seat.

Climate control is a major factor for new Insignia interior comfort. Models featuring
single-zone electronic climate control provide constant control of the atmosphere inside
the car, with both front and rear air outlets optimised for maximum efficiency and noise
reduction. The dual-zone system on Elite models also features individual temperature
control between driver and front passenger.

29
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Examine every Insignia.
New Insignia launches with hatchback and saloon variants followed by Sports Tourer versions in Spring 2009.
All three body styles will be available in a choice of five different trim levels – S, Exclusiv, SRi, SE and Elite – each
carefully specified to create its own definition of new Insignia’s character.
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S

Insignia S
Hatchback | Saloon | Sports Tourer
New Insignia style complete with an
impressive level of equipment.
Standard features include:
• Driver’s and front passenger’s airbags
• Front seat side-impact airbags
• Full-size curtain airbags
• Electronic Stability Programme (ESP)
• Active-safety front seat head restraints
• Air conditioning
• 16-inch steel wheels with flush covers
and 215/60 R 16 tyres
• Electric height-adjustable driver’s seat
• Electric four-way lumbar adjustment
on driver’s seat
• 60/40 split-folding rear seat
• Retractable luggage compartment
cover (Sports Tourer)
• Leather-covered steering wheel
• Cruise control
• Trip computer
• Automatic lighting control
• Electrically operated front windows
• Electrically adjustable/heated
door mirrors
• Reach- and rake-adjustable
steering column
• Remote control security alarm
• Remote control central deadlocking
• Black roof rails (Sports Tourer)
• CD player with MP3 format/stereo
radio (CD 300)
• Steering wheel mounted audio controls
Engine
availability

32
1.8i 16v VVT
2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)
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Insurance
groups (ABI)
20
50
7E 16E
8E 18E
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Exclusiv

Insignia Exclusiv
Hatchback | Saloon | Sports Tourer
A well equipped model with added
style, comfort and convenience.
Additional features over and
above S models:
• Single-zone electronic climate control
• 17-inch Structure wheels with
225/55 R 17 ultra-low profile tyres
• Chrome-effect exterior
window surround
• 60/40 split-folding rear seat with
load-through facility
• Front centre armrest with
storage facility
• Interior ambient lighting
• Illuminated vanity mirrors
• Front seat back storage pockets
• Rear seat drinks holders
• Centre rear seat head restraint
• Front map reading lights
• Two rear reading lights
• Silver-effect roof rails (Sports Tourer)
• 12-volt auxiliary power socket in
luggage compartment (Sports Tourer)
• Under-floor storage areas in luggage
compartment (Sports Tourer)
Engine
availability
1.8i 16v VVT
2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)
2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)

Insurance
groups (ABI)
20
50
7E 16E
8E 18E
9E 21E

33

Model illustrated features CDC 400 audio unit,
optional at extra cost.
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SRi

Insignia SRi
Hatchback | Saloon | Sports Tourer
Genuine sporting credentials –
seats, pedals, instruments
and a lowered chassis.
Additional features over and
above Exclusiv models:
• 18-inch alloy wheels with 245/45 R 18
ultra-low profile tyres
• Lowered and uprated
sports suspension
• Aluminium pedals
• Sports instruments
• Leather-covered sports
steering wheel
• Front fog lights
• Visible exhaust tailpipe
• Ergonomic sports front seats
with extendable seat cushion
• Electrically operated rear windows
• Dark-tinted glass – excludes
windscreen and front door windows
(Sports Tourer)
• FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology)
– standard on 2.0i 16v Turbo (optional
on other models)
Engine
availability

34

1.8i 16v VVT
2.0i 16v Turbo
2.0i 16v Turbo 4X4
2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)
2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)

Insurance
groups (ABI)
20
50
8E 16E
14E 26E
14E 26E
8E 19E
10E 22E

Model illustrated features satellite navigation system,
optional at extra cost.
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SE
Insignia SE
Hatchback | Saloon | Sports Tourer
High-tech features and incredible
levels of standard equipment.
Additional features over and
above Exclusiv models:
• 18-inch alloy wheels with 245/45 R 18
ultra-low profile tyres
• Electronic parking brake with
Hill Start Assist (HSA)
• Electric height-adjustable
passenger’s seat
• Electric four-way lumbar adjustment
on passenger’s seat
• Rain-sensitive windscreen wipers
• Electrically operated rear windows
• Visible exhaust tailpipe
• Integral six-disc CD autochanger
with MP3 format (CDC 400)
• Stereo radio with DAB
• FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology)
– standard on 2.0i 16v Turbo (optional
on other models)
• Power tailgate (Sports Tourer)
• Dark-tinted glass – excludes
windscreen and front door windows
(Sports Tourer)
Engine
availability
1.8i 16v VVT
2.0i 16v Turbo
2.0i 16v Turbo 4X4
2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)
2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)

Insurance
groups (ABI)
20
50
8E 17E
14E 26E
14E 26E
9E 19E
10E 22E

Model illustrated features satellite navigation system
and automatic transmission, optional at extra cost.
Please note: Beige seat trim not available on SE models
until Spring 2009.
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Elite
Insignia Elite
Hatchback | Saloon | Sports Tourer
Ultimate Insignia – leather seat
trim, and features you simply
can’t get elsewhere.
Additional features over and
above SE models:
• Dual-zone electronic climate control
with heat-reflective windscreen and
humidity sensor
• Front and rear parking
distance sensors
• Front fog lights
• Intelligent AFL with high-pressure
headlight washers
• Dynamic headlight beam levelling
• Leather trim with heated front seats
• Eight-way electrically adjustable
driver’s seat
• Electrically foldable electro-chromatic
door mirrors
• FlexRide (Adaptive Stability Technology)
– standard on 2.0i 16v Turbo/2.8i V6
(optional on other models)
Engine
availability

Insurance
groups (ABI)
20
50
1.8i 16v VVT
8E 17E
2.0i 16v Turbo
14E 27E
2.0i 16v Turbo 4X4
14E 27E
2.8i V6 24v Turbo 4X4 auto 15E 32E
2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)
11E 23E

37

Model illustrated features satellite navigation system
and automatic transmission, optional at extra cost.
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Model

S

Exclusiv

SRi

SE

Elite

Avenue cloth/Morrocana

Siena Leather

Trim name

Labyrinth cloth

Dune cloth

Vitesse cloth

Siena perforated
Leather*

Trim colour

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Black

Beige

•

•

•

•

•

•

–

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

°

•
•
•

°

•
•
•

•
–

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Solid body colour
Olympic White
Two-coat metallic body colours*
Technical Grey
Sovereign Silver
Metro Blue
Silver Lightning

°
°

Two-coat pearlescent body colours*
Black Sapphire
Panacotta
Pomegranate Red
Myth Green
• = Standard trim colour. – = Not available.

°
–

°
°

° = No-cost option. * = Optional at extra cost.

Due to the limitations of the printing process the colours reproduced may vary slightly from the actual paint colour or trim material. As a result they should be used as a guide only.
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Technical Grey – Metallic

Sovereign Silver – Metallic

Metro Blue – Metallic

Colours and Trims

Olympic White – Solid

A generous range of
contemporary colours
and trims all worthy of
new Insignia’s premium
style and quality.
Silver Lightning – Metallic

Black Sapphire – Pearlescent

Panacotta – Pearlescent

Pomegranate Red – Pearlescent

39
Myth Green – Pearlescent
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Wheels and Tyres

Standard wheels and tyres:
S

16-inch steel wheels with flush cover
215/60 R 16 tyres.

Exclusiv

17-inch Structure wheels
225/55 R 17 tyres.

SRi

18-inch 5-twinspoke alloy wheels
245/45 R 18 tyres.

SE and Elite

18-inch 13-spoke alloy wheels
245/45 R 18 tyres.

Optional wheels and tyres (at extra cost):
S

40

17-inch 7-spoke alloy wheels
225/55 R 17 tyres.
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Exclusiv

18-inch 7-twinspoke alloy wheels
245/45 R 18 tyres.

SRi

20-inch 5-twinspoke alloy wheels
245/35 R 20 tyres.

SE and Elite

19-inch 10-spoke alloy wheels
245/40 R 19 tyres.
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Technical Data

Powerful and efficient:
New Insignia engines provide the power you want, the fuel efficiency you need and the low emissions we all appreciate. There are
three efficient petrol engines – the high-tech 1.8i 16v VVT 140PS, with variable intake and double variable cam phasing, a 2.0i 16v Turbo
at 220PS and a smooth 2.8i V6 24v automatic with 260PS.
And you can choose between two new, common-rail 2.0 litre direct-injection diesels – 130PS and 160PS. All five engines are Euro 5
compliant, all come with six-speed transmissions – manual or automatic.

Engine

1.8i 16v VVT

2.0i 16v Turbo

2.8i V6 24v Turbo

2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)

2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)

Petrol

Petrol

Petrol

Diesel

Diesel

1796

1998

2792

1956

1956

Maximum Power
PS (kW) @ rpm

140 (103)
@ 6300

220 (162) @ 5300

260 (191)
@ 5500

130 (96) @ 4000

160 (118) @ 4000

Maximum Torque
Nm @ rpm

175 @ 3800

350 @ 2000-4000

350 @
1900-4500

300 @ 1750-2500

350 @ 1750-2500

Euro 5

Euro 5

Euro 5

Euro 5

Euro 5

Fuel type
Capacity cc

Emission compliance

Saloon/hatchback
Fuel economy mpg (litres/100km)
6-speed transmission

manual

Model

saloon/
hatchback

Urban driving

25.9 (10.9)

manual
saloon

automatic

hatchback

saloon/
hatchback

4X4

4X4

automatic

manual

automatic

saloon/
saloon/
hatchback 4X4 hatchback

saloon

hatchback

manual

automatic

saloon/
hatchback

saloon

hatchback

22.4 (12.6) 22.2 (12.7)

21.7 (13.0) 20.2 (14.0) 19.8 (14.3)

15.8 (17.9)

37.2 (7.6)

30.7 (9.2)

30.4 (9.3)

37.2 (7.6)

30.7 (9.2)

30.4 (9.3)

Extra-urban driving

47.1 (6.0)

42.2 (6.7)

42.2 (6.7)

40.4 (7.0)

40.4 (7.0)

39.2 (7.2)

35.8 (7.9)

58.9 (4.8)

54.3 (5.2)

53.3 (5.3)

58.9 (4.8)

54.3 (5.2)

53.3 (5.3)

Combined figure

36.2 (7.8)

31.7 (8.9)

31.7 (8.9)

30.7 (9.2)

29.4 (9.6)

28.8 (9.8)

24.4 (11.6)

48.7 (5.8)

42.2 (6.7)

41.5 (6.8)

48.7 (5.8)

42.2 (6.7)

41.5 (6.8)

184

208

209

215

225

229

272

154

177

179

154

177

179

CO2 emissions g/km
*

Sports Tourer
Engine

1.8i 16v VVT

2.0i 16v Turbo

2.8i V6 24v Turbo

2.0CDTi 16v (130PS)

2.0CDTi 16v (160PS)

Fuel economy mpg (litres/100km)
6-speed transmission

manual

automatic

manual

automatic

manual

automatic

Model

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer 4X4

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer 4X4

Sports
Tourer 4X4

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer

Sports
Tourer

Urban driving

25.7 (11.0)

22.2 (12.7)

21.6 (13.1)

20.0 (14.1)

19.6 (14.4)

15.7 (18.0)

36.7 (7.7)

30.4 (9.3)

36.7 (7.7)

30.4 (9.3)

Extra-urban driving

46.3 (6.1)

41.5 (6.8)

39.8 (7.1)

39.8 (7.1)

39.2 (7.2)

35.3 (8.0)

57.6 (4.9)

53.3 (5.3)

57.6 (4.9)

53.3 (5.3)

Combined figure

35.8 (7.9)

31.4 (9.0)

30.4 (9.3)

29.1 (9.7)

28.8 (9.8)

24.1 (11.7)

47.9 (5.9)

40.9 (6.9)

47.9 (5.9)

40.9 (6.9)

186

211

219

227

231

275

157

183

157

183

CO2 emissions g/km

manual

automatic

*Provisional data.
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Trust Vauxhall
Protecting the environment

Sureguard protection

In the event of an accident...

Vauxhall’s commitment to the environment
is demonstrated by our products’ many
environmental awards, won both through
the use of more recycled materials and
by becoming cleaner and more efﬁcient.
For information on Vauxhall’s efforts to achieve
an environmentally sustainable future, see
www.vauxhall.co.uk/recycling

Sureguard Assistance offers the beneﬁts
of Vauxhall Assistance for three years from
ﬁrst registration, while Sureguard Warranty
also provides a parts and labour warranty
for high-mileage or long-term owners.
For details contact your local Vauxhall retailer
or call 0870 752 7020.

Vauxhall Accident Support helps keep you
mobile following an accident. Beneﬁts include
scene-of-accident advice, message service,
assistance with claims and vehicle recovery.
For further details call 0800 010 304.

Fleet Customer Services
Our dedicated support services for ﬂeet managers
includes factory demonstrators, a three-day test
drive programme and information on whole life
costs, company car taxation and ﬁnance. For
further information please call 0870 010 0651.

Motability accredited Vauxhall retailers can
provide special mobility help and advice.
Blue badge holders are entitled to very
favourable discounts on new vehicles. Contact
your local Motability accredited Vauxhall retailer
or Freefone 0800 731 5267.

Buying your car

Servicing and maintenance

GMAC offers one of the most comprehensive
and competitive ranges of ﬁnancing plans in
the UK. Contact your local Vauxhall retailer for
details or call the GMAC customer service centre
on 0845 712 3444.

The best way to maximise the performance
and reliability of your Vauxhall is to have all
routine servicing and maintenance carried out
at one of around 400 Vauxhall retailers. To ﬁnd
your nearest retailer call 0845 600 1500.

Specialist Mobility advice

z

Save up to
£1500* on a
new Vauxhall
with The GM Card

z

100 Rebate Points worth £100
when you use The GM Card for the
ﬁrst time

z

Rebate Point saving is on top of
any discount or offer negotiated
with the Retailer

z

Earn 3 Rebate Points (£3) for every
£100 you spend

Vauxhall Insurance
Available for new and used Vauxhalls, a
Vauxhall Insurance policy offers a unique
package designed speciﬁcally for Vauxhall
drivers. For a highly competitive quotation,
call 0870 024 0240 or visit our website at
www.vauxhall.co.uk

For more information...
For a brochure on any Vauxhall model (up to
a maximum of three per caller) or location of
your nearest Vauxhall retailer please
Lo-call 0845 600 1500.
Alternatively, details can be found on our
website at www.vauxhall.co.uk

Typical 14.9% APR variable
To apply call 0845 746 2777 or visit
www.gmcard.co.uk.

The GM Platinum Card is issued by HFC Bank Limited and is available to persons aged 18 years or over and resident in the UK (or 21 and over in the Channel Islands) and is subject to status and conditions. Written quotations are
available upon request from The GM Platinum Card, PO Box 3615, Birmingham B3 2RJ. The typical APR quoted is the rate for new customers. Rebate Points are earned on purchases using The GM Platinum Card. Rebate Points
are not earned on Balance Transfers or Cash Advances. You earn money off a new Vauxhall/Saab by accumulating Rebate Points under the Rebate Points Programme. General Motors UK Limited is solely responsible for the
operation of the Rebate Points Programme, which is subject to the Rebate Points Programme Rules. *You can redeem up to 2500 Rebate Points subject to the Model Line Maximum which will vary in amount in relation to different
Vauxhall/Saab vehicle model lines and unlimited Partner Points. Rebate Points and unlimited Partner Points are redeemable as discounts on a new Vauxhall/Saab vehicle and must be redeemed four years from the issue date.
Rebate Points may not be redeemed by Motability Contract Hire customers. ‘The GM Card’ is a trading name and style of both HFC Bank Limited and General Motors UK Limited. HFC Bank registered in England No. 1117305.
Registered Office: North Street, Winkfield, Windsor, Berkshire SL4 4TD is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.
. HFC Bank Limited is not a member of the same group of companies
as General Motors UK Limited, Saab GB Limited or GMAC UK plc. General Motors UK Limited, Registered Office: Griffin House, Osborne Road, Luton, Bedfordshire LU1 3YT. Registered in England number 135767. - CN6/0987.
Every effort has been made to ensure that the contents of this publication were accurate and up-to-date at the time of going to press (September 2008). Vauxhall vehicles are equipped with components manufactured by
various General Motors operating units and outside suppliers. The Company reserves the right to alter specifications and withdraw products from sale without notice. Any such alterations will be notified to Vauxhall retailers
at the earliest opportunity; please consult your local retailer for the latest information. The specifications detailed within this brochure are not necessarily applicable to alternative models such as Special Editions. Details of any
such models will be contained in specific literature or found on the Vauxhall website. Please note that Vauxhall retailers are not the agents of General Motors UK Limited and are not authorised to bind the Company by any
specific or implied undertaking or representation. It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. As part of Vauxhall’s policy of environmental
care, this brochure is printed on paper manufactured using Elemental Chlorine Free pulps from specially farmed, sustainable timber resources. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced in any form
or by any means, without the prior written permission of General Motors UK Limited.
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Insignia

Hatchback, Saloon and Sports Tourer
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